
                                  SSLC- SOCIAL SCIENCE 

                                  CREATIVE QUESTIONS 

GEO-1- INDIA LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHY. 

1. The European afterwards started referring to this country 

as________ a derivative of the word _________[ India ,sindu] 

2. In historical time, India was known as_______ and 

________[bharat , Hindustan] 

3. Latitudes and longitudes help us to____  a place(locate) 

4.______  separate India and Sri lanka  on the south [palk ,strait ] 

5. A rakanyoma mountain range in the east separation  Indian 

from______ [myanmar] 

6. The northern part was known as ________ [Angara land] 

7. The southern part was known as ________[gonwana land] 

8. ___ is the highest peak of the world with an altitude [ mt. 

Everest ] 

9. What is the height of Mt. Everest [8.848] 

10. ____ and___ are the two big glacier [baltora , siachen ] 

11. The lower part of delta is called as the _______ [sunderban ] 

12. _________ in Kashmir is the longest range of the himachal 

region [ pirpanjal] 

13. _____stretches from jammu and Kashmir __________  

[ dhauladar range] 

14. The hilly areas are made up of ________ and ______ [sand 

stone , granite]  
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15. ___ are the natural gaps across the mountain. (passes) 

16. The Himalaya average height of this range is ____________ 

meters. ( 6000) 

17.    The ________ is believed to the present day. Successor of 

the ________ river. ( Ghaggar , Saraswathi ) 

18. The _________ represent the alluvial trace. ( Bhangar) 

19. The _________ is the newer alluvium brought by the rivers. 

(Khadar) 

20. __________ means the description of physical relief features 

of a country. ( Physigraphy) 

21. The terai is a marshy tract, where most of the underground 

streams of the ____________ reappear. ( Bhabar belt ) 

22. __________ is mainly composed of clay. ( Bhangar ) 

23. The sea separating these two was called the ( Tethys sea) 

24. _____________ in the abu hills is the highest peak of the 

Aravalli range ( Gurushikhar) 

25. Some rivers like ________ and ________ have carved out 

deep gorges ( Betwa, Ken ) 

26. The kosi River known as the ___( sorrow of Bihar ) 

27. In the souther part , the ________________ pleateau merges 

wuth the Nilgiri hills. ( Karnataka ) 

28. The highest peak of south India is ____________ ( Anaimudi ) 

29. ___ range lies between the Narmada and the Tapti rivers. ( 

Satpura) 
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30. The Eastern Ghats and western  ghats  join the Nilgiris hills and 

the highest point is ___________     ( Doddabetta ) 

31. The two coastal plains meet each other at ______________ 

the southernmost tip of the mainland of India ( Kanyakumari )   

32. The part lying between Krishna and kaveri rivers is called the 

______________ ( coromandal coast ) 

33. _______________ is the biggest lake in India is located 

towards the south of the Mahanadi river delta . ( chilika lake ) 

34. The ____________ coastal plain between Mahanadi and 

Krishna rivers is known as the ________________ ( Northern 

circars )  

35. The _____________ has series of lays and sand beaches ( 

konkan coast ) 

36. ____________ is the largest langoon in kerala . ( vembanad ) 

37. _____________ and _____________ are notable examples . ( 

Vishakhapatnam , Machilipatnam ) 

38. There are several _______ in Rajasthan plain . ( salt lakes ) 

39. The largest is the ________________ which is located about 

65 km west of jaipur. ( sambhar lake ) 

40. The _____lies to the east of range ( Banghelkhand , Maikala ) 

41. European through __________ and also with china , janan and 

Australia through ____________  ( suez canat , Malacan strait ) 

42. The _____________lies between Mangalore and Kanya kumari 

( Malabar plain ) 

43.  The Islands are mountains with maximum elevation of about 

___________ meters . ( 750 )  
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44. The extreme southern most point is the ______point ( Indira )      

45. The ______ lies between Berhampur and pulical lake ( Andhra 

plains ) 

46. Himachal lies between the Himadri in the north and 

_____________ in the south. ( Siwaliks )  

47. The extension Ladakh range is __________ and it is the highest 

plateau of Indiladakh range )  

48. _____________ is an Important river of this region. It flows 

into gulf of kutch. ( Luni ) 

49. The fertile soil and well – developed irrigation facilities have 

made the kaveri river delta the  _____________ ( Wanary of sauth 

India ) 

50. The ________ and ______ group of islands were renamed as 

Lakshaweep in 1973. ( Laccadives minicony , Aminidivi )  

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

LESSON 2            
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INDIA CLIMATE 

1. Weather records of minimum period is 

______________________ years. (35 years) 

2. Air currents in the upper layer of the atmosphere is known 

as___________________. (Fit stream) 

3. Strong hot winds blow during day time over norther and 

northwest parts of india are called as _________. (1200 winds) 

4. Funnel shaped hills causes heavy rainfall in __________. 

(Mawsynram) 

5.Rajmahal hills causes heavy rainfall in the 

___________________ region. ( cholanagpur pleatian) 

6. Absorb moisture and gives heavy rainfall to 

_____________________  .( coromandal coast) 

7. Lee ward side receives ____________rainfall. (very less) 

8. The ____________________ season starts in march and 

continues up to May. (summer) 

9. Jet stream determine the arrival and departure of monsoon 

winds in ___________________. (india) 

10. We can save the water through ____________________ 

strategy. (Rainwater harvesting) 

11.Gujarat and the Deccan pleateau are particularly prone to 

___________________.(drought) 

12. The more powerful __________________ branch of monsoon 

winds brings heavy rainfall.(Arabian sea) 

13. ___________________ gets heavy rainfall of over 150cms at 

lies wind ward side.(Mumbai) 
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14. Mausim means ____________________ .(season) 

15. Water becomes extremely important to manage our soil and 

water resources is ________________. ( intergrated manner)   

16.___________________ receives an average of 100cm out of its 

total rainfall. (Nagapattinam) 

17. Cherrapunji in the state of Meghalaya receives 

______________ rainfall which is highest in the world. (1187) 

18. Less than 25cm rainfall found in _____ in Rajasthan. ( Thar 

desert) 

19. A ___________________ is an area of closed circular motion 

of wind rotating in same direction. (cyclone) 

20. Winter winds are also called as ______________________. 

(Retreating monsoon winds) 

21. The ___________________ mountains stands parallel to the 

direction winds. (Aravalli) 

22. There are a few thunder shower called 

_____________________. (Mango showers) 

23.Norwesters thunder storms are called as 

_____________________ in Punjab. (kalvaisakhi) 

24. Mysore pleateau in Karnataka receives only about 

_____________________. (3 or 4 cm) 

25. _____ is one of the element in natural environment. (Climate) 

26. During the summer season the sun rays of vertical over the 

_________________. (Tropic of cancer) 

27. The temperature is very high in the _____________________ 

parts of india. (Northern) 
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28. The mean maximum temperature here varies from 

_____________________. (26 c to 35 c) 

29. This ____________________ is forud to ascend the slopes. 

Condenses and gives heavy rainfall to western coastal region. 

(Moisture laden wind) 

30. The intensity and distruction of rainfall and determined by 

series of ___________________. (trophical depression) 

31. The south west monsoon causes over __________________ 

percent of rainfall. (80) 

32. Areas with __________________ obtain are the southern 

slopes of region heavy rainfall. (300) 

33._______ and _______ get heavy rainfall during winter season. 

(October & November) 

34. The places to north of tropic of cancer 

experinece___________________.(continual climate) 

 35. The coastal  areas  experience________________.(Equable 

climate) 

36. The higher altitudes are_____________  as compared to  

places in plains. 

37. _______________hills gives good rainfall. (shiwalik hill) 

38. This phenomenon is often termed as 

___________________.(monsoon burst) 

39.When they approach south part of kerala they give 

rain__________________.(violent thunder strom) 

40. The first part of wind, first strikes agains the 

____________________ .(western ghats) 
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41. The south west monsoon begins North india by 

___________________. (Second week of September) 

42. Pune gets less the _________________ cms of rainfall. (50) 

43. Areas with ______and _____cm of rainfall are region. 

(100,200) 

44. The wind striking side of mountain is__________________. 

(wind ward side) 

45. Arbian sea branch monsoon and it lies parallel to 

____________________. (Bay of Bengal Branch) 

46. Result in heavy rainfall in northeast ______________________ 

.(indo gangetic plain) 

47. Bitter cold winds from _____________. (Central Asia to India) 

48. Low pressure depression orginates over 

____________________. (meditarraen sea) 

49. It brings snow fall hill___________ (Jammu and Kashmir) 

50. Bay of Bengal into land area between__________________. 

(June to September) 

    

 

 

 

 

 

     LESSON 3    
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 INDIA-NATURAL RESOURCES 

1.________________ are an essential requirement in our daily 

life. (Natural Resources) 

2. All materials obtained from the nature to satisfy the needs of 

our daily life is known as________________ (Natural Resources) 

3. Natural resources can be broadly classified in to 

________________types.(Two) 

4. Renewable resources are a part of ___________________. 

(Earth’s natural Environment) 

5. The largest components of renewable resources 

is_________________.(Ecosphere) 

6.__________________ are resources that cannot be replaced 

again after Utilization. (Non-Renewable resources) 

7. Since non-Renewable Resources rate of formation is extremely 

_______________ .(slow) 

8.__________________ is the most important renewable natural 

resource.(soil) 

9. Soil is the __________________ of plant growth. (Medium) 

10. Soil is the ________________ material. (Loose) 

11. Soil forms the _________________ layer of the earth.(upper) 

12. Soil consists of organic matter called _____________. (Humus) 

13. ___________________ refers to the amount of nutrients in 

the soil.(soil fertility) 

14. Soil fertility is determined by the presence of 

________________ and ________________ in the soil.( micro 

nutrients, macro nutrients) 
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15. The fertility of the soil increases with the increase of 

_________________. (Humus content) 

16. ____________is the dark organic material in soils. (Humus) 

17. Soil of india are divided into ______________categories. (six) 

18. Alluvial soil is divided into __________________ types.(two) 

19.__________________ contributes the largest share to the 

agricultural production of india.(Alluvial soil) 

20.____________________ is the newer allumvium of sandy, light 

coloured soil.(khadar) 

21. _________is the order alluvium of more clayey soil.(Bhangar) 

22.___________________ soil differs greatly in texture.(alluvial) 

23.In the lower Ganga-Brahmaputra valley they are useful 

for________________cultivation.( Jute cultivation) 

24. Black soil is formed from the weathering of 

_______________(igneous rocks) 

25. Black soil is deposited at about _________ meters depth.(six)  

26. Black soil vary in colour from deep _______________ to 

_________________ (Black to chestnut brown). 

27. Black soil has a special property of _________________ 

(holding moisture). 

28. Black soil is also found in the ______________ .(Deccan trap) 

29. The red colour is due to its very 

high____________________.(Iron content) 

30. The Red soil colour varies, from to _________. (brown,yellow) 

31. The Red soil is ______ and not retentive of moisture. (parous) 
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32 ____________________ becomes rich in fertility.(Red soil) 

33. Red soil is formed from the weathering of the ancient 

crystalline and___________________. (Metamorphic rocks) 

34._________________ soil formation takes place under typical 

monsoon conditions. (Laterite) 

35. Laterite soil is mestly found in _________________ of 

india.(peninsular plateau) 

36. Laterite soil is a porous soil from which the 

_________________ has been removed by chemical action.(silica) 

37. Laterite soil is red in colour owing to the presence 

of__________________.(Iron oxides) 

38._____________________ soil is very rich in humus and organic 

matter.(Mountain soil) 

39. Desert soil found in arid zone of the __________________ 

part of india.(North-western) 

40. Soil erosion means _________________ of fertile content 

from the soil by nature and man. (removal) 

 

 

 

                                       

Lesson – 4  

                                   India- Agriculture 
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1. ___________ plays a vital role in socio economic development 

of India  [agriclutre] 

2. The growth of ________ and _________ also depends on the 

growth of agriculture  [ industries and trade ] 

3. ___________ is a land diverse landscape comprising of 

mountain ,plateaus and plain [India] 

4. Landform are more suitable for the agriculture due 

to____________ soil [rich alluvial] 

5. Most part of India lies within the tropic and enjoys __________ 

[tropic monsoon climate] 

6. The amount of rainfall determine the___________ pattern 

[cropping] 

7. Rice is cultivated in _____________ [Tamil nadu] 

8. Food requirement of the growing population in the area of low 

rainfall ___________ crops are grown [dry] 

9. _____________ type of framing are generally practiced in our 

country [four] 

10. ____________  agriculture is practiced in the forests area 

where heavy rainfall occurs [primitive ] 

11.   A portion of forest is cleared for ______and _____ are 

raised for two or three years (culitivation, crops) 

12. In assam primitive  agriculture is known as _____(jhum) 

13. The predominant type of indian agriculture is 

____farming (subsistence) 

14. Subsistence agriculture is also known as ____ agriculture 

(Intensive) 
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15. The staple food of south India occupies ____ million 

hectares (44) 

16. India achieved self sufficiency in rice in ___(1977) 

17. Crop in great demand are grown in ____(commercial) 

18. Commercial agricultural is also known ____ agricultural 

(extensive) 

19. Commercial agricultural are used as raw materials in 

______industries (agro based) 

20. In plantation agriculture ____crops are raised in larged 

area (single) 

21. Plantation crops are grown on hilly areas of north eastern 

states of india and ____(west Bengal) 

22. ______is the most important factor determining 

agricultural (availability of water ) 

23. How many types of patterns used by farmers while 

cropping ____(5) 

24. Single cropping is also known as _____ (mono cropping) 

25. Two crops raised in the same plot of land is called 

____cropping(double) 

26. The crops grow more than two in sameplot of land is 

called _____cropping (multiple) 

27. The cultivation ofmore than one crop on same piece of  

land is called ____ cropping(mixed) 

28. Different crops grown on same land is called 

_____rotation (crop) 
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29. The agricultural activities begin with the onset of 

monsoon in the month of _______(june) 

30. Kharif crops are harvested in early days of 

____(November)  

31. Rabi crops are sowed in ____ (November) 

32. Zaid crops are  harvested in______ (june) 

33. Diversity of _____ is ascertained according to the factors 

of temperature rainfall and soil type (food crops) 

34. _______is the most food crop of india (paddy) 

35. Indian stands in _____place in the production of paddy 

(second) 

36. India and china together produce about _____of the total 

world production of paddy (90%) 

37. In areas of less rainfall particularly in Punjab and Haryana 

it is grown with help of____(irrigation) 

38. ________labour is required for sowing, weeding, 

harvesting & other processes (cheap) 

39. Suganth5, sukaradhara1 are the _____variety seeds 

recommended for cultivation (hybrid) 

40. The rice producing states in south india are 

_____and_______ (tamilnadu, andhrapradesh) 

41. ____is cultivated  two to three times in a year intensively 

in the delta of mahanathi, Godavari, Krishna and cauvery (rice) 

42. The council of agricultural research was established I ___ 

(1929) 

43. Tanjore is known as ____ of tamilnadu (rice bowl) 
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44. _______crops are classified as samba, kuruvai and thaladi 

(paddy)ss 

45. ______ is a crop grown within three or four months 

(kuruvai) 

46. ______is cultivated both in winter and spring (wheat) 

47. Cotton is a major_____crops of india (fibre) 

48. India is a birth place of_________(sugarcane) 

49. ______is cultivated in poor soils (millets) 

50. _____is called as golden fibre crops(jute) 

 

 

 

 

                                          

 

 

 

 

Lesson -5 

                                   India- industries   

1. india is rich in _____________ resources [natural] 

2. resources can be used directly but some of them need 

processing ____________ [cotton] 
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3. cotton is ___________ material of agriculture [raw] 

4. the weight of sugar becomes_____________ percent of the 

weight of sugarcane[10] 

5. industries tend to be located near the source of power 

____________ [iron and steel industries] 

6. coal fields are requires about ____________  tons[ 5] 

7. coking coal to melt needs _____________ of iron ore [1] 

8. _________________ industries are located near railway station 

[ iron and steel] 

9. 1 ton of ______________ needs 300 tons of water [steel] 

10. high demand and purchasing power determine the _________ 

[market] 

11.______policies play an important role in determining the 

location of industries (government) 

12, state government has marked out certain areas as 

_____(industrial zone) 

13. The advance of_____and ________ have redefined the factors 

for industrial prosperity(science, technology) 

14. agro based industries are classified into _______ and ______ 

industries (forest, mineral) 

15. _____industries use agricultural product as their basic raw 

materials (cotton or jute or sugar) 

16 ______is the leading cotton textile (Mumbai) 

17. location of _______facilities for the export of finished goods 

(port) 
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18.well connected ______ and ______ links with cotton growing 

areas (rail, road) 

19. Indias cotton textile industries hold_____place (third) 

20._____sector plays an important role in economy of the country 

(jute) 

21.about ____million farmers are engaged in the cultivation of 

____(4,jute) 

22.Jute  is also being used in ____futniture(plastic) 

23.Jute goods are exported to ____(Bangladesh) 

24. West Bengal mainly along the _____river (Hooghly) 

25.____is the second largest agro based industry in India(sugar 

industry) 

26. _______ is a weight losing material (sugarcane) 

27 every sugar mill has to sell____ of its production to the 

government (40%) 

28.Paper industry is a _____ and____ industry (vital,core) 

29. location of the industry is greatly influenced by ____raw 

materials (bulky) 

30. India paper industry is ranked one among the ____ top global 

paper industry in the world (fifteen) 

31. In 1907 tata iron and steel company was set up 

at____(Jamshedpur) 

32. The____steel plant is located at salem in tamilnadu (salem) 

33. _____ steel plant came into operation in 1992 

(vishakapatnam) 
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34._____ steel  plant has been setup at Tornagal(vijayanagar) 

35.____is the leading producer of electronic goods (Bengaluru) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson – 6 

 Environmental issues 

1. ___________ is the contamination of air ( air polluction) 

2. We breath about ____________ times a day (2200) 
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3. The source  of pollutants is both_______and _____ 

(natural,man made) 

4.Vehicular emissions are responsible for___ percentage of the 

countrys air pollution(70) 

5. Vehicles which are eco friendly are certified _____and_______ 

(BharatII and III) 

6.______ emission norms are emissions standard that focus on 

regulation pollutanys released by automobiles and other powered 

vehicles (Bharat I-IV) 

7. Most sulphur dioxide comes from power plants that use ____ as 

their fuel 

8. Automobiles produced about ___of the nitrogen oxide (half) 

9. India emits the ___ most carbon of any country in the world 

(fifyh) 

10. ___is one of the worlds worst industrial disasters(the Bhopal 

gas tragedy) 

11. The most common air pollution directly affect the___ system 

of human(cardio vascular) 

12. ___ contains a thin layer of ozone (atmosphere) 

13.The Bhopal gas tragedy killed atmost ___peoples (8000) 

14.The atmosphere protects us from ___rays of the sun (ultra 

violet) 

15. The release of chemical which is widely used in refrigerators 

has damaged the ozone layers is ____(CFC) 
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16 Ozone monitoring stations in ____ have already detected 

average losses of 30%to 40% of total ozone over the region 

(antarctica)  

17.  One percent loss of ozone is to cause on increase of about 

___in UV radition (2%) 

18.______is caused by the increase of green house gas (global 

warning) 

19._____is responsible for the heat retention ability of the 

atmosphere  (CFC) 

20. Rise in global temperature will also result in the melting of 

____ice caps and glaciers(polar) 

21. Land use change will occur in coastal areas due to ___ level 

rise (sea) 

22.Global temperature rises will also affect the ___ 

patterns(agricultural) 

23.Acid rain was first discovered in___(1852) 

24.The gases that cause acid rain is ___and ____ (sulphur oxide, 

nitrogen oxide) 

25. Fire and bacterial decomposition are the natural cause which 

increases a ____ oxide in the air (nitrogen) 

26. ___falls down in the earth in all forms precipitation (acid rain) 

27. Acid rain has killed more than __% of  coral (70) 

28. Bhopal gas tragedy killed almost 8000 people in____ (dec 

1984) 

29. Coral reefs grows in temperature just above ___ Celsius(10) 

30. The ___ word is combination of smoke and fog (smog) 
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31._____causes a smoky dark atmosphere (smog) 

32. _____ is also affected by smog (agriculture) 

33. second pollutant is _____bacteria (Oxygen demanding bactria) 

34. water can also be polluted by a number of ____(organic 

compounds) 

35. every year_____tonnes of sewage, sludge and garbage are 

dumped (6356000) 

36. ____ million people live along the ganges (400) 

37. The ___ basin authority is allocated Rs 5000 million (national 

ganga river) 

38. ____ fund of innovative project of cleaning of river ganga          

( national clean energy) 

39. In early April 2010, a machine from Delhi university containing 

____ radio active (cobalt 60) 

40. Development of a green belt vegetation to reduce____ 

pollution (noise) 

41.The mines of ___ fields and NTPC draws about 250 million 

litres of water per day(Mahanadi coal) 

42. Due to large scale minning in the ___ hills in Rajesthan has 

been depleted 90% of affecting agriculture (aravalli) 

43. For the protect of ozone layer montreal protocol and Vienna 

meet of ___nations world wide agreed to reduce the CFC (30) 

44. Gigantic explosion of ___ released one coal power plant emits 

in a year (Mt Helens) 

45. _____is not only a city problem (smog ) 
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46.The atmosphere contains a thin layer of ozone about ___ to 

___ km above the earths surface (20 to 40) 

47. ____ is one of the most important environmental problems 

caused by indivisible gases (acid rain) 

48. The most basic microscopic organisms such as ____ may not 

be able to survive due to acid rain (plankton) 

49. ____ is a contamination of land surface of earth ( land 

pollution ) 

50. Unusable electronic goods are called___ waste (e-waste) 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LESSON  7 

TRADE, TRANSPORT COMMUNICATION 

1.All members countries  are treated equally in 

________________trade.(multilatered trade). 
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2.________________ and ___________are the two components 

of trade(Export,Import) 

3. The difference between the value of export and import is called 

(Balance of  Trade) 

 4.Ocean transport plays a major role in 

_________________trade. (International) 

5._________________ has been followed by Government of India 

to promate international trade.(2004,a literal trade policy). 

6. An example of one and mineral exports from 

India___________________.(Manganese,etc) 

7. A new scheme called ___________________ has been 

introduced to boost exports.(Vishesh Krishi Upaj Yojna) 

8.India’s International trade reflects the growing prominence of 

Indian economy in ____________ market.(Global) 

9._________ network in India is the second longest in the 

world.(Road) 

10.In India, village roads run to a length of 

______________.(26,50,500) 

11.Shortest national highway is ____________(NH47A). 

12.Brialateral trade consists of _______ Countries.(2) 

13.Multilateral trade consists of _____countries.(Many) 

14.All members countries are treated ___________ in multilateral 

trade.(Equal) 

15.______ growth depends on well developed market.(Trade) 

16.Tea is Exported from ________state.(Assam) 
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17._________ is exported from Karnataka.(Coffee) 

18.Television in India is known 

As________________.(Doordarshan) 

19._______ are an integral part of our lives today.(Mobile phones) 

20._________ is an electronic that enables instant transmission of 

any matter. (Fax) 

21.Radio broadcast in India is started in__________.(1927)  

22.In 1936 radio broadcast was named as________(AIR) 

23.In 1957 AIR was named as________ (Ahashvani). 

24.Pawan Hans Helicopter ltd is ______ company.(Public Sector). 

25.AAI was constitutedin ________.(1995) 

26._________ is a form of written communication.(Telegram) 

27._________ has the largest postal network in world.(India) 

28.The expansion of  VPP________________.(Value Payable Post) 

29.India is the second largest______________ country in 

Asia.(Ship owing) 

30.The major ports of India of managed and controlled by 

_____________.(Port Trust) 

31.BRO was set up in___________.(1960) 

32.The first train steamed off from ____ to _____(Mumbai,Thane) 

33.The longest national highways is__________ .(NH 7) 

34.The shortest national highways run from Ernakulam to  

_______________ port.(Kochi) 
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35.___________ is the major road development project in 

India.(“Golden Quadrilateral Super Highways”) 

36.___________ are the technologically improved high class road 

in India.(Express Ways) 

37._____________ is the fastest  train in India.(Bhopal shatabdi) 

38.Indian railway is the _____________ largest in the world.(Fifth) 

39.Indian Railway is the __________ largest in Asia.(second) 

40.The agreement for the construction of roads is based on the 

concepts of ________.(BOT) 

41.Expansion of  BOT-Build,Operate,Transfer 

42.Railway made a modest beginning in India in________. (1853) 

43.Indian Railways is divided into________ Zones.(17) 

44.Communication helps in prompting___________.(Cultural 

Unity) 

45.___________ is a fuel efficient and environment mood of 

transport.(Waterways) 

46. Waterways authority of India has divided into___  national 

waterways.(five) 

47.Mazagaon Dock is a major ship building in____ 

.(vishakapatnam) 

48.Garden reach workshop is a major ship building at Kolkata. 

49.Airways is divided into____ types( Two). 

50.The Expansion of  NHAI-___(National Highway Authority Of 

India). 
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51.________ is the most common but powerful means of 

communication.(Newspaper) 

52.___________ is a vast network of computer.(Internet) 

53.BRO  has constructed the world’s highest road connecting___ 

to____ [Manali(H.P)&Kashmir(Leh)] 

54.In __________ Metro Rail transport introduced in 

Chennai.(2015) 

55.Salaya is located in____ (Gujarat). 

56.___________ is a form for sending documents using 

internet.(Internet fax) 

57._________ is a form of Oral Communication (Telephone) 

58.The Longest National Highway Covering the distance of 

______kms.(2369) 

59.Minerals is exported from ______________(Jharkhand). 

60.Belt is exported from ____________(Orissa & West Bengal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LESSON 8  

           REMOTE SENSING 
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1.________________ is the study of maps. (geography) 

2.Remote sensing of environment by geographers is usually done 

with the help of mechanical devices known 

as___________________.(Sensors) 

3.Geography is also the study of __________________.[Man’s 

natural environment] 

4. The first Meteorological satellite,TIROS-1 was launched by 

____________[United States] 

5. LANDSAT was renamed in __________.(1975) 

6.______________ have launched five satellites and have 

produced more than 120 million images.[SPOT] 

7.Comparing differentaerial photographs and computing accurate 

measurements is called________________(Photogrammetry) 

8.___________ system combines computers drawn maps with a 

database management system.(Geographic Information) 

9._______________ and ____________________ companies use 

GIS to find prospective areas.[Exploration,Mining] 

10.Power companies use ______________ to monitor and analyse 

the electricity load on the grid network for a particular area.(GIS) 

12.Department of Defense was established in 

____________.(1973) 

13.GPS was created and realized by the _______(U.S) 

14.GPS has become a widely used and useful tool 

for____________.(Commerce, Scientific uses, Tracking and 

Surveillance) 
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15._______________ transmit their own signal and measure the 

energy that is reflected from the target.(Active Sensors) 

16.In 1858,French map- makets used a ________[Hot air balloon] 

17._______________ prepare thematic maps like geological 

maps,soil maps and population maps(Cartographers) 

18._________________ systems detect features of inaccessible 

areas that cannot be reached by human vision.[Remote Sensing] 

19.In _____________ the SPOT program of France began.(1986) 

20.GPS consists of ____________ parts.(Three) 

21.Even a very small clock error multiplied the very small clock 

error multiplied the very large____________[Speed of light] 

22._____________ companies use GIS to shortest routes for 

delivering goods and save time.(Transport) 

23._________________ agencies use GIS to map ,visualize,and 

analyse crime incident patterns.[Law enforcement]. 

24.________________ use GIS understand relationships between 

species distribution and habitats. 

25.In the ___________________,,a revolution in remote sensing 

technology began with the development of space satellites.(1960) 

26.GPS is considered a ________________ technology.(Dual use) 

27.Aerial Photographs helped in gathering information about the 

position and moment of_____________. (Enemy Troops) 

28.___________________ is the energy source for the first 

requirement for remote sensing.(Sun) 

29._________________ travels from its source to target(Sunrays 

and Atmosphere) 
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30._________________ is a device to detect information.(Sensor) 
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